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ABSTRACT
A framework is presented for characterizing and analyzing relationships
among alternative mathematical models of a single underlying system.
This framework is inlended to faciliLate the comparative analysis of
modeling strategies and the development of new techniques for exact and
approximate solution of complex models. A related objective is to facili-
tate communication among researchers, practitioners and students of
modeling.
The concept of a state space transformation. which is a central com-
ponent of the metamodeling framework. is introduced to provide a
mechanism [or expressing the way one model can be mapped into
another. After discussing state space lransformations in general terms.
the mathematical properties of several specific transformations are
examined. Applications of metamodeling to the shadow CPU technique
and the aggregate server method are then presented.
Key Words and Phrases: aggregate server method, approximation.
metamodeling, operational analysts. performance evaluation, preemptive
priority, product form, queueing networks, serialization delays, shadow
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Metamodeling and Its Application to Queueing Networks
1. Introduction
Over the past two decades. a succession of increasingly complex mathematical
models have been used to analyze computer performance. The first models treated
isolated elements within a system such as individual CPU's [16], disks (11], and drums
[14J. In the early 1970's, the development of queueing network models made it possi-
ble to represent all the principal elements of an entire system in a single model [7, 19].
Queueing network models have been extended considerably since their inception. and
they are now able to deal, exactly or approximately, with refinements such as multiple
job classes [4]. priority scheduling [22]. and queueing for special passive resources
such as main memory [5, 10], I/O path elements [3], data base granules [20J, and criti-
cal sections [1].
One noteworthy trend that has emerged during this evolution is the use of solution
procedures that are based on integrating or reconciling several alternate models of a
single physical system. The earliest examples of this approach involved reasonably
straightforward integration of hierarchically nested flow-equivalent sub-models [5].
More recent examples involve iterating among partially overlapping, non-nested models
until they converge to the desired solution [15].
In such cases, the formal mathematical structure of each sub-model can be
specified precisely using either stochastic modeling [17,18] or operational analysis
[9,13]. There is, however, presently no general framework for expressing the way
different sub-models relate to each other and to the underlying system they represent.
The lack of such a framework makes it ditIicult to evaluate and compare alternative
modeling procedures, hampers communication among researchers, practitioners and
students, and - perhaps most significantly --limits the complexity of the modeling pro-
cedures that can be developed by constraining researchers to work in an ad hoc
manner.
Metamodeling, as introduced in this paper, attempts to resolve these problems by
providing a conceptual framework for dealing with models and the modeling process.
This framework makes it possible to identify transformations that map one model into
another, and to evaluate the impact of these transformations on various quantities of
associated with each model. Since a number of different transformations may be
applied successively during the analysis process, the ability to identify and analyze
each lransformalion can be or significant value in conceptualizing the modeling and
solution process, tn partitioning these processes into smaller steps lhat are easier to
deal with, and in understanding the structure of the model and communicating it to
others.
2. Overview of the Paper
The first step in developing a metarnodeling framework is to identify the principal
components of the class of models that are being considered. This paper focuses on
queueing network models and, to a limited extent, on their interpretation under opera-
tional analysis [9,13]. Metamodeling frameworks could, in principle, be developed for
other categories of models, but such extensions are beyond the scope of this paper.
Section 3 briefly reviews some of the most important components of queueing net-
work models such as customer classes, queues, and state space representaUons.
These concepts apply equally well to both operational and stochastic interpretations of
queueing network models. Section 4, which discusses behavior sequences and Lheir
associaLed variables, is more operationally orienLed. Some sLandard definitions for the
operational variables associated with multi-class queueing network models appear in
this section. These definitions are essentiat for the mathematical treatment of state
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space transformations presented in subsequent sections.
The concept of a stale space transformation is formally introduced in Section 5. A
number of specific transformations are identified and their impact on some of the
operational variables discussed in Section 4 is analyzed. The discussion of stale space
lransfbrmaUons is carried out in the context of multi-class queueing network models.
but extenslons of these concepts to other types of models should present no major
difficulties.
Section 6 shows how certain iterative solution techniques are related to state
space transformations and their inverses. Many of the most important approximations
used in the solution of queueing network models are based on such iterations.
The major concepts presented in Section 3 through 6 are brought together in a
comprehensive example in Section 7. The example focuses on the aggregate server
method as presented by [1]. The principal state space transformations associated
with this technique are identified. their mathematical properties are reviewed, and the
role of the iterative technique is clarified. It is expected that other approximation
techniques could be treated in a similar manner. Section 8 concludes the paper by
stating some of the more important applications and implications of the ideas
presented here.
3. State Spaces. and Other Model Components
Queueing network models are traditionally described by identifying their custo-
mer classes. servers and queues. Other components that are also identified include
the service disciplines at each server. the nature of the arrival and service processes,
and the presence of the special constraints associated with passive resource conten-
tion. blocking and similar factors.
One aspect of a queueing network model that is usually not identiJicd explicitly is
thc sLate space. However, the state space is one or the most critical components La
consider when discussing relationships among different models. For this reason, the
naLure of state spaces will now be examined in some detail.
Consider the operation of a queueing network model over an interval of time.
Assume some observer records certain information concerning the model- the state of
the model - at each instant. For example, the observer may choose to record the
number of customers queued at a server, the amount of service already received by
the customer in service, or the amount or waiting time accumulaLed by each customer
in a queue.
For any such observer, the set of all possible values these observations can take
will be referred to as a state sprzce. Note that the structure of a model's state space is
closely related to other components of the model. For example. in a multi~class pro-
duct form queu.'eing network with R customer classes and K servers. the set of infor-
mation usuaHy recorded is the number of customers of each class present at each
server. In this case, the state space has the form (nil.... ,n,.,I;,' ,nRK) where n.n,
1S Lhe number of customers of class T at server k. Given a state space of this form, the
number of customer classes and the number of servers is immediately apparent.
Because of the close relationship between a state space and the other components
of a modeL relationships among models can be precisely described by identifying the
transformations that map one state into another. The concept of using state space
transformations to characterize and analyze relationships among models represents
one of the most important aspects of metamodeling as presented in this paper. The
transformations are discussed in Section 5.
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4. Behavior Sequences and Derived Variables
Each observation of a queueing system can be regarded as a single point in the
associated stale space. A time ordered sequence of such points constitutes a record of
the system's observed behavior during an interval of time. The term behavior sequence
is widely used in operational analysis [9, 13] to refer to such a record.
Given a particular behavior sequence and its associated state space, it is possible
to define a number of operational variables that reflect relevant properties of the sys~
tern. For example, consider the case where the system is a single server qUeue and the
behavior sequence is a function N(t), the number of customers at the server, OStsT.
In this case following operational variables can be defined directly in terms of N(t)
using standard operational definitions [13],
T(n) = TDlal time during which N(t)=n.
A(n) =Number Df custDmers which upDn arrival find
n customers already in the system, Le" number of arrivals during T(n).
C(n) = Number of customers which upon departure leave n -1 customers behind.
Then, define derived variables:
p(n) = Proportion of time that there are 7'1. customers at the server, Le .. T(n)/ T.
a.(n) = arrival rate function, A(n)/ T(n).
s (7'1.) = service time function, T(n)/ C(n)
s =mean service time, (T-T(O»/ ~ C(n),
.>0
W =. accumulated waiting time.• 'E nT(n)
.>0
R = ~ean response time, W/ L; C(n) .
• >0
We can similarly compute the relevant statistics for a multi-class model. For example,
in a multi-class, single server model. assume the state vector is described as
n(l)=(n1(t), ... ,nR(t», where nr(t). r=1, . , .. R is the number of class r custo-
mers at the server at time t. Basic operational variables can be defined as follows:
T(n) = Total time during whichnr(t)=nr, r=l, ... ,R
A,.(~) =number of class T customers which upon arrival find
n (vector of) customers ahead of them
=number of class r arrivals during T(n)
Cr(~) =number of class T completions that leave.!: -lr customers behind
Now we can define derived variables as shown below:





Cr(n) = number of class r cDmpletions which leave 7'1.-1 class T customers behind
= L: C,(~)
nr=l~
Also note that if we have a queue without a server, we compute accumulated wa.iting time
but not service time.
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p(n) = T(~)/ T
p.(n) = 2; p(n)
n,. :::fl,
= 7~(n)/ T
ST(n) = service function for class r customers as a function of network population
=T(n)/ C.(n)
When computing certain derived variables from a behavior sequence, it is some-
times necessary to have auxiliary information such as whether a serV'ice discipline is
processor sharing or first corne, first served. or whether a server has a queue depen-
dent processing rate. The interpretation and importance of this structural information
is discussed further in [2).
5. State Space Transformations
Now that the concepts of slale space, behavior sequence and derived variables
have been identified, it is possible to discuss state space transformations. Recall that
the motivation for metamodeling is the desire to create a conceptual framework for
expressing and analyzing the way different models of the same underlying system
relate to each other.
The approach we will take is based on the idea of identifying the state space of
each model and then specifying transformations between state spaces as mathematical
functions. Once these functions are identified, one can express the functional relation-
ships among the derived variables of the associated models. Some examples of useful
state space transformations which have been implicitly employed by queueing network
researchers are presented below. In all cases. the transformations will map a primary
model into a secondary model. The primary model will. in general, contain more
detailed information. but the transformations wUl not always involve loss of informa-
tion.
5.1. Load Concealment Transformation
The load concealment transformation operates on an individual server in a state
space. In the primary model, the customers at that server are divided into several
classes. In the secondary model, some of the classes are concealed: they are still
present in the underlying system, but they are not reported in secondary model.
The other classes which are explicitly represented will be called visible classes.
Under this transformation, service time that is actually due to the concealed classes,
and LhaL Lakes place when clisLomers from the visible classes arc present, is now aLtri-
buLed Lo Lhe visible classes. '['his o.fTccls cerlain derived variables such as Lhe Lime per
visit for the vislble classes.
Suppose, for example. there are R customer classes in the primary model and one
(say, class 1) in the secondary. Assume the transformation is being applied to server i
which uses processor sharing service discipline. Then the transformation is defined as
follows:
In the primary model
nn (t)= the number of customers of class r at server i at time t (j = 1, . .. ,r)
In the secondary model where customers of classes 2, ... ,R are concealed
n:(t)= the total number of visible (class 1) customers at server i at time t
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Then a load concealment transformation that conceals classes 2.... ,R can be
expressed simply as
n;(t)=n,,(t)
The implicalions of this transformation become apparent when computing derived
quanlilics. Let 'Ii'(n) be the amount of lime there are n visible (class 1) customers at
server i in the secondary model. Also. let Ti {71;) be the amount of time there are nn
class T customers at server i in the primary model. Then
T;(n)= L; T,(",)
Number of visible (class 1) customer completions can be simply given as
C;(n)=C,,(n)
Above Cri,(n) is a logical extension of Cr(n) given for the single server/queue system in





Therefore, the service demand per visit for class r customer is
"nnEr -n-h-·-:-+-."'.'-.-+:-n-m-. T,; (nn)
D" = ""--'--.----..,L;"C,;.;;-.7(n"),----.>.
The contention due to the presence of unvisible customers elongates the apparent
demand of the visible cuslomers. This apparent. stretched out service demand is then
given as
Therefore, the service time adjustment factor, H It, which is the reciprocal of service
time elongation factor is given by
D"





nl'l + + nmnll""l
= L; T;(n)
n::>l
L; nli p, (:;)





nli + ... + nmnIl",,1
=
p;(n"'l)
Pi'(n~l) is simply the probability that there is at least 1 class 1 customer presenL at
the server i (in the original model, and therefore. in the secondary model).
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As another example of the load concealment transformation. consider Sevcik's
shadow server technique for analyzing preemptive priority queues [22]. In this tech-
nique, a single server with n priority classes is transformed into n separate servers,
each serving customers of a single priority class. This can be viewed as the result of n
load concealment transformations, where each transformation conceals cusLomcts or
all priority classes except the one being considered. For n=-2, with If dcnoling the








where eH and CL are the number of class H and class L completions respectively. The






Thus, it is easy to see that the service time elongation factors are
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Now if we assume that
p(nH>O,nL==I):: p(nH>O)' p(nL~I),
then we get
F' - 1 1L -
I-p(nH>O) I-Un·
This is the equation that was proposed by Sevcik. Note that this careful analysis has
revealed an approximation that Sevcik had implicitly made and thus illustrates one of
thc bene!lts lhat arc reaped by using this approach.
Also note that in the two examples presented above we have obtained two different
sets of equations expressing the relationship between the primary and secondary
models even though the same name is given to the tram:formation. 1t is to illustrate
the conceptual similarity of the two analyses, namely. concealment of "undesirable"
loads. By understanding such conceptual similarities it wiU be possible to identify
'.
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::;jlualion where a known transformation may be applicable and thus model develop·
mcnL lime can be reduced.
5.2. Class Aggregation Transformation
in this very common transformation, two or more classes in a multiple class model
arc aggregated into a Single class in the secondary model. For example, if classes 1. 2
and 3 at server i are aggregated tnLo a single class, the transformation maps nli(t).
n2,(t). and nSi(t) in the primary model into a single ~(t) =nl1.(t) + n21.(t) + n:H(t) in
the secondary model. The relatlonships among associated operational variables and
derived quantities follow immediately.
5.3. Server Aggregation Transformation
Server aggregation transformation is another very important transformation. This
transformation translates a muiti-server queueing network into a single server. In its
general form, it is same as "garden-variety" decomposition [5,10,12.13]. and is most
useful when it is applied to a single class queueing (sub) network. This transformation
is exact for product form queueing network.
A special case of this transformation in which number of customers in the subnet-
work is limited to 1 is of special importance. The resulting server is load independent,
and the service time of customers at this equivalent server is simply the sum of the
service times at the individual servers in the subnetwork.
This transformation is used best when there exists a constraint on the maximum
number of customers in the subnetwork, and when this limit is reached, an arriving
customer has to wait in a queue for entry into the subnetwork. When a customer
departs from the subnetwork, a customer from this queue is allowed to enter in the
subnetwork. Owing to these considerations, this transformation is usually followed by
server/queue concatenation lransformation described below.
5.4. Server/Queue Concatenation Transformation
Rationale for this transformation has been described in the previous subsection. In
the primary model, there is a server-queue pair such that the server and the queue are
represented separately in the state spaoe, and when. a customer arrives at this pair, it
first enters the queue, and if the concurrency lim~lati.ons permit, it immediately
proceeds to the server. Otherwise, it awaits its turn in the queue.
In the secondary model, this is represented as a single server (as in a conventional
queueing network), and the queue is eliminated frQffi the network. AU customers
present at the queue are now considered to be at the server explicitly.
6. Iterations
In some of the transformations just discussed, it is necessary to know certain
state probabilities and performance measureS in the primary model in order to calcu-
late other state probabilities and performance measures in the secondary modeL If
the required quantities cannot be obtained from some other source such as available
data or the solution of another model, it is sometimes possible to compute these quan·
Uties using an iterative approach.
These iterations generally proceed as follows. Begin with an initial estimate of the
required quantities in the primary model. Using this estimate. carry out the transfor-
mation. solve the transformed model, and then apply the inverse of the transformation
to obtain a new estimate of what the quantities in the primary model should have been.
Using this new estimate. apply the transformation a second time and again solve the
secondary model. The inverse transformations can now be applied and another cycle
in the iteration can be carried out. The procedure is repeated until there is no
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significant change in the values of the required quantities from one iteration to the
ncxL. Section 7 provides a detailed example of such an iLerative procedure is applied
to the aggregate server method.
The very Bume approach is applicable to the casE! where the iteration is between
two or more models or the same system [15]. In this case. one model provides the esti-
mates required for constructing the second model, and the second model provides the
required measures for the first.
7. Aggregate Server Method for Analyzing Serialization Delays
In this section we will present the aggregate server method for analyzing serializa-
tion delays in computer systems [lJ in the general metamodeling framework discussed
above. However, before discussing the details, we will provide an overview of the aggre-
gate server technique. 1
7.1. Aggregate Server Method: An Overview
The aggregate server method is an approximate. iterative technique for analyzing
the delays programs encounter while waiting for entry into critical sections, non-
reentrant subroutines. and similar software structures that cause processing to
become serialized. The method employs a conventional product form queueing net-
work comprised of servers that represent actual I/O devices and processors, plus addi-
tional aggregate servers that represent serialized processing activity. The parameters
of the product form network are adjusted iteratively to account for contention among
serialized and non-serialized customers at each physical device,
The basic idea behind the aggregate server method is quite simple, and general-
izes directly from consideration of the restricted case where there is a single customer
class and a single critical section (one serialized phase). Consider such a network con-
taining N customers and K Sl;!rvers. Let Di be the total service time per job at server
i. '
Note that each D;, can be regarded as consisting of two components: Doi.. which is
the toLal service time per job at server i that occurs outside the critical section. and
lJ 1i • which is the total service time per job at server i that occurs inside the critici:l.l
section. The aggregate server technique is based on the idea of adding an additional
(aggregate) server to the network to represent the serialized processing in the critical
section, and then regarding the expanded K +1 server network as haVing a convenlional
product form solution.
Let Yi for i=1,2,·· . .K+l represent the total service time per job at server i in
the expanded K +1 server method. The key step tn the aggregate server method is
determining appropriate values for the 1; as a function of the D'-i and the number of
customers N. These service times are expresfoed as Yi=DOi / HOi for i=l,' . ·.K and
YK+I=DIlI H\I+· .. +D1xl Hix, where Hoi. and'H li are service time adjustment factors
for nonserialized and serialized processing respectively. For given phase of processing
they reflect the' amount of contention due to processing in other phases at physical
device i. Or equivalently. Hji is the fraction of device i's capacity that is available for
processing customers in phase j.
Below we provide an outline of the algorithm for 1 critical section. Complete algo-
rithm is given in [1].
I. To provide a historical perspeclive, we note thallhe concept of metamodeling grew out of
the efforts to develop and understand the aggregate server method in very simple terms.
When viewed in the metamodeling fromework, specially after foregoing the mathematical no-
tation for t.he t.ime being, it is much easier t.o underst!Uld the aggregate server method find
ot.her approximation techniques.
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Step 0: Assume Hi ,=!. (ll corresponds to ignoring contention among customers in
different phases of processing.)
Step 1: Construct the expanded network with K+l servers and a single customer
class.
Step 2: Solve the expanded network.
Step 3: The product form solution yields the joint distribution of customers in the
expanded network. Using the current values in of Hji.' map this network into
the original non-product form network with K physical devices and ll-{o phases.
From this mapping, estimate the queue length distributions of each of the K
physical devices in the non-product form network. These distribution provide
information about the amount of contention ~hat occurs among customers of
different phases. Using this information, compute new estimates of the HfL's.
Step 4: If new Hjt's differs from old Hji's significantly, then return to step 1 with new
Hji.'s, otherwise compute performance measures and STOP.
7.2. Aggregate Server Method: AMetamodeling Perspective
Following discussion is in the framework of metamodeling. We hope to illustrate
how powerful abstraction and idea of transformations can help in communicating ideas
and algorithms between analysts, also provide insights into development of new algo-
rithms for solving queueing networks.
The aggregate server technique works by applying a series of transformations on
the primary model of a computer system. Basically, from the primary model of the
system, we construct Z+l similar networks - one for each phase of processing, one
non-serialized and Z serialized. The servers in each of these networks are degraded to
rerred thc contention due to processing in other phases, and the amount of_ degrada-
tion Is iteratively calculated. Depending on the current phase of processing, the custo-
mer is assigned to the network for the phase. Since only one customer can be inside a
serialized phase at any time, we are able to collapse all the whole network into an
equivalent server, leading to K +Z server aggregate server network. We will now
present the primary model of the system and successive application of various
transformations discussed earHer to obtain the aggregate server network. First we
summarize the notation in Table 1.
1. Underlying System's "Natural" Model
The "natural" model of a computer system consists of a nwnber of servers at
which jobs are walting for or receiving service and some logical queues corresponding
to serialized phases where jobs wait for their turn to begin processing in serialized
mode. At this level, the state-space of the system can be described as
(n l , n2, .. , • 7tK: TI' T2' .', TZ) where; ~ is the population vector
(nOi,-nli' ... -:-nZi) at serlJer i, nri is the number of jobs in phase z (z:::;O means
unserialized; and z~l means serialized phase z and nri E: lO,ll) at the server i; T", is
simply the number of customers waiting to enter the zlh serialized phase of process-
ing. (Note that due to processor sharing service discipline assumption, only the
number of customers in each phase is important.)
2. Load Concealment Transformation
First we apply the load concealment transformation to each server in this model
to produce a separate slowed down server for each phase. The transform of server i
for phase z processing, indexed as zi will process eustomers in phase z of processing























set ot jobs (customers) observed in the network
index of a job
number of job classes
a job class index
set of properties or attributes
set of attributes or properties of customer j at time t
number of completions
number of arrivals
probability of some event happening
total number of customers in the network (i.e., MPL)
number of servers in the network
number of serialized phases
index of servers under consideration
i=l, ... ,K original devices
i=K+l,. .. ,K+Z aggregate serialized servers
phase index
z =0 nonseriaUzed phase
z =1, ... ,Z serialized phase
number of serialized phases in which a customer may visit
device i, i=l, ... ,K
number of customers at device i while visiting phase z.
(nOi is the number of nonserialized customers receiving
service at device i. and if z>D, nnE/D.ll)
vector (nOt.nlt . ... ,nzi ). representing the number of cus-
tomers per phase at device i




number of customers waiting for entry into the serialized
phase z, z~l.
number of customers at serialized phase z. n z =Tz +mz .
total service time requirement (demand) at serv-er i while
in phase z
service time adjustment factor for a phase z customer at
device i
stretched out service time requirement at server i for
phase z, i.e., service time modified to reflect the effect of
contention duE' to customers in other phases Yn = Dn / Hrl
service time requirement at server i in the aggregate
server network:
(
YO! i=I, ... ,K
Y; = K .




These (Z +1) ""K servers can be considered to represent Z +1 isomorphic networks.
The Zlh ( z = 0, 1, ... ,Z) isomorphic network consists of servers with indices zi.
i =: 1. 2, ... ,K and is visited by only phase z customers. The one corresponding to
z =0 is for non-serialized processing. The remaining Z networks correspond to the Z
serialized phases.
The state vector is now represented as· «n"" i = 1. 2, ... ,K),
z = 0,1, .... Z; T." Z = 1. 2. ", Z). Each of the populations n:n and T., are
directly derived from the original state representation. Nole lhat only the order of
various terms has been changed.
The service time requirement of class z customer at server zi is related to the
service lime requirement at server i in the natural model by service time adjustment
Factor Hri . I.e., knowing Hji's, we can compute service time parameters for the
transformed model. Following relations. (equations 3 and 4 of Agrawal and Buzen [1]).
can be used to compute the necessary service time adjustment factors:
For noo·serialized phase (2 =0):
N min(Z N-r) r Z
L: t --p(n,,=rAL:n,,=k)
H _T=l .1:=0 T+k q=l
Oi- p(noi2!::l)
For serialized phase 2, 22!::L
minj,f.N) N-It; 1 Z
L.; L: -,-.F (nzor: =1AnOi =r A L; nqi =k)
H _ It; =1 r-O T+II' q-I .
ri- F(nri2!::l)
3. Server Aggregation Transformation
We can aggregate servers in each of the isomorphic networks corresponding to a
serialized phase (z2!::l) into a single aggregate serialized phase server to represent the
serialized processing. In our case, due to concurrency limitation, only one customer
can be receiving service at these servers. Therefore, we can aggregate these servers
(zi ..... i = 1. 2.' . ,K) into corresponding (zth.) serialized phase server (with index
z +K) by simply summing up the service requirements at the servers zi. The state vec-
tor now becomes (nOi' i = 1, 2, .. ,K; m." Z = 1,2, ... ,Z: T." z = 1. 2, ... ,Z),
K
where m.,=L;nn. State probabilities can be obtained by summing up appropriate state
i=l
probabilities from step 2.
4. Server--Queue Concatenation Transformation
We still have the logical serialized phase queues separated from the serialized
phase servers constructed in the step 3 outlined above. We now concatenate the two
together to show that the customers wait for entry into a serialized phase. At this
stage. state vector is represented as (nOi. i = 1.2..... K; n z . Z = 1,2... , ,Z).
where n z =Tz +mz in the step 3. State probabilities at this stage can be obtained, trivi-
ally, from the ones available at step 3 above.
5. Obtaining the Performance Mea~ures
The resulting network produced by applying the transformations mentioned above
may not satisfy the homogeneity assumptions. However at this stage the principal rea-
sons for the original inhomogeneity have been accounted for by the transformations,
and so we now assume that the network satisfies Lhe homogeneity assumptions neces-
sary for product-form solution. This assumption is an approximation.
With this product form assumption, the network can be solved using standard
techniques [6. e, 21] to direcLly obtain system performance measures such as
throughput and response time. Various device utilizations have to be interpreted
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carefully. For example, the utiHzation of the "modified" CPU is the fraction of time a
non-serialized customer is present at the CPU. More detailed performance measures,
for each device and phase can be obtained by applying the inverse transformations in
the reverse order.
6. Th€! lteration
In general, we do not know the "correct" service time adjustment factors, Hz/. 'So
Therefore, we assume an initial value for them and iteratively solve the network by
applying these transformations, and their inverse again and again, until there is no
significant change in Hri's. Note that during iteration, we have to map our approxi-
mate product form network into original network. This is an inverse process of steps
2-5 above.
First we separate servers and queues in the server-queue pairs for aggregate seri-
alized phase servers to determine the probabillty that there is customer in the serial-
ized phase z by p(m2"=l)=p(n",~l). Then we transform each serialized phase server
back into isomorphic network of load-concealed physical servers to determine various
state probabilities. For example, for z = 1 , , Z,
Y.n Yz/.
p(nri=l)= K "p(m2"=l)= K "p(n2"~l)
L; YzL :E YzL
1=1 L=l
In order to determine, other necessary joint probabilities, we also need the follOWing
homogeneity assumption (corresponds to equation 6 of Agrawal and Buzen [1]):
p (nOi~T /\ nqi =1In.n =1) =P (nOi<::T /\ nq;: =1In2" <::1 )
qET qET
where T is a set of some serialized processing phases and does not include serialized
phase z. It is roughly equivalent of saying that when a serialized phase z is busy (i.e ..
there is some customer in the serialized phase), the steady state behavior of custo-
mers in other phases is independent of this serialized customer's where abouts.
We now ha\7e the solution for the network obtained at step 2 after applying the load
concealment transformation. This solution can be directly mapped into the solution of
the of the primary model.
At this point, we can recompute effective service time adjustment factors (H2"i'S).
If these new values of Hz"s are almost same as the old values, the iteration has con-
verged and we compute necessary performance measures and stop. Otherwise, the
iteration is continued.
6. Conclusions
The metamodeling framework developed in this paper can be an important tool ror
characterizing and analyzing relationships among alternative mathematical models of
a Single underlying system. The detailed treatment of the aggregate server method
presented here has demonstrated the value of this framework for clarifying the under-
lying structure of a complex solution procedure and for communicating the crucial
aspects of such a structure to others.
E;ven more signiflcant is the potential use of the meLamodcling framework for
developing new solution procedures. By enabling analysts to divide the solution pro-
ces::; inLo a series of relatively smalt steps, and by prOViding a mechanical technique for
concatenating the steps together to form a complete solution, metamodeling provides




We are greatful to Peter Denning Cor his comments on the original version of this
paper.
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